
TOULOUSE - 11 April 

Race 1 

1. GALEA MIP - Held sixth in an easier walk up on reappearance. More 

needed. 

2. GELNA DE BENAC - Nineteen race maiden who was DQ on reappearance. 

No appeal. 

3. GUAPA DU PADOUENG - Infrequent winner who needs sharp progress 

following a non-completion latest.  

4. GITANE DE LA DIVES - DQ in three of previous four outings. Hard to 

enthuse. 

5. GERIBIA DU PARC - Improved 1.25L success in an easier walk up last 

week. Not discounted up in grade with confidence up. 

6. GAPACHE DE HOUELLE - 2L Agen scorer in this company on penultimate 

start prior to fair fifth latest. In the mix. 

7. GINGERE PAULOIS - Four time winner who finished third in this class 

second up. Player. 

8. GRAZIELLA MIP - Course winner who finished a solid 2.5L third in a weaker 

walk up last week. Consider racing barefoot. 

9. GLYCINE D'ALBRET - Track and trip scorer who finished 2.5L sixth in an 

autostart latest. Claims back in a walk up. 

10. GAYA DU BOUFFEY - Improved 1.25L third without shoes in a similar 

Reims walk up latest. Thereabouts. 

11. GIADA - Third and fourth in two walk ups in this company since resuming. 

Each way option. 

12. GAYA DES ROSEAUX - Impressive 5.5L success over course and 

distance in this company three back. Top chance back at this venue. 

 

 



Summary 

GAYA DES ROSEAUX (12) was an impressive 5.5L winner at course and 

distance among this company three back. Top chance revisiting the venue in a 

winnable contest. GAYA DU BOUFFEY (10) is a notable runner who finished 

1.25L third without shoes in a similar Reims walk up last start. Thereabouts. 

GRAZIELLA MIP (8) previously won here and could fare well racing barefoot. 

GINGERE PAULOIS (7) is respected as a four-time winner in her short career. 

Not one to discount. 

Selections 

GAYA DES ROSEAUX (12) - GAYA DU BOUFFEY (10) - GRAZIELLA MIP 

(8) - GINGERE PAULOIS (7)  



Race 2 

1. GOURGANDINE - Fair seventh in the G2 Prix Jean Le Gonidec prior to a 
pair of placings in autostarts. Consider eased in class. 

2. DJEBEL VALIERE - Agen claiming success prior to midfield in this company 
two back. Others preferred. 

3. ECHER MENUET - Held seventh in an autostart on reappearance and not 
discounted without shoes back in this discipline. 

4. DANTE TURGOT - 2.5L fourth in a similar Agen walk up last month. Place 
chance without rear shoes. 

5. GONDOLE DE BLARY - 4.5L third in a stronger Caen walk up on 
reappearance. Key player eased in class without shoes. 

6. COUP CHANCEUX - Held eighth in a better walk up over 2450m last week. 
Others more persuasive. 

7. CAMPIONE MIO - Three placings from seven attempts at this distance. Not 
discounted racing barefoot. 

8. DIABOLO - Triple track and trip winner including three starts ago. Forgive 
latest DQ and rates well without rear shoes. 

9. CRISTAL PIERJI - Down the field in a Vincennes claiming autostart 187 days 
ago. Look elsewhere. 

10. DIESIS DU GOUTIER - Well held in two walks ups since resuming. Marked 
improvement needed. 

11. ESOS - Beaten a long way in two similar walks ups before a lengthy 
absence. Ignored. 

12. HOLY WATER - 4.5L sixth in a stronger walk up at Agen on debut. Could 
improve and races without shoes. 

Summary 

GONDOLE DE BLARY (5) finished 4.5L third in a stronger Caen walk up on 
reappearance. Capable of going close dropping into this lower level racing 
barefoot. HOLY WATER (12) made a favourable impression on debut with a 
solid sixth in a stronger event. Could find improvement for a frame position. 
GOURGANDINE (1) was a fair seventh in the G2 Prix Jean Le Gonidec prior to 
a pair of placings in autostarts. Consider easing in class. DIABOLO (8) is 
included as a previous three-time track and trip winner. 

Selections 

GONDOLE DE BLARY (5) - HOLY WATER (12) - GOURGANDINE (1) - 
DIABOLO (8)  



Race 3 

1. ESMONDO - Eight placings from fourteen autostarts but needs to bounce 

back from two modest mounted runs. Could bounce back. 

2. CALICIO BELLO - Held eighth in a better autostart 46 days ago. Others 

more persuasive. 

3. DARK DREAM - Forth in a mounted contest latest but more on plate back in 

this discipline. 

4. EUREKA DU FOSSE - 8L fourth in this standard at Agen 35 days ago. Place 

at best. 

5. VLAD DEL RONCO - Fair walk up form but needs to bounce back from a 

DQ in this discipline on previous attempt. 

6. ESPOIR DE BELLOUET - Dual autostart winner who is not discounted after 

three walk up DQ returning to this discipline. 

7. FRONSAC MADRIK - 18L ninth in a stronger autostart on penultimate outing 

and previous seven time winner in this discipline. Player without shoes. 

8. DUO SEGUINEL - Held in previous two autostarts of similar nature. Others 

preferred. 

9. CACAO - 5.25L eighth in a weaker autostart two back. Needs progress. 

10. DENZO MONTAVAL - Five time autostart winner but needs to bounce back 

from down the field effort on reappearance. Suitable target without shoes now. 

11. MASSIVE ATTACK - Unplaced in five autostarts to date. Needs 

improvement. 

12. CRIS LUIS PORSGUEN - Dual course and distance winner with mixed form 

since resuming. Contender without shoes. 

13. FANGIO COBO - Two autostart wins in better company prior to a fifth at 

this level last week. Firmly in the mix. 

 

 



Summary 

FANGIO COBO (13) produced two autostart wins among better company prior 

to a fifth at this level last week. In the mix. CRIS LUIS PORSGUEN (12) could 

be involved at the finish as a dual course and distance winner. May improve 

now without shoes. DENZO MONTAVAL (10) cannot be ignored. Maintains an 

impressive record in this discipline. Might be sharper second up and races 

barefoot. ESMONDO (1) is a genuine place option. 

Selections 

FANGIO COBO (13) - CRIS LUIS PORSGUEN (12) - DENZO MONTAVAL 

(10) - ESMONDO (1)  



Race 4 

1. GOLD DE CAHOT - Down the field in an autostart in this class on 
reappearance. Needs definite improvement without rear shoes. 

2. GRIZZLI - DQ in five of previous six outings. Readily opposed. 

3. GARDIAN TUILERIE - DQ in five straight walk ups. Ignored. 

4. GRAAL DE TILLARD - Infrequent winner who finished a held eighth in an 
Agen walk up latest. May fare better back in this discipline. 

5. GEVERINO DE NEUVY - 16L defeat in a weaker walk up prior to an absence. 
May need this. 

6. GEANT DE PAPIER - 33 race maiden who needs dramatic improvement to 
feature after a lengthy absence. 

7. GIANT QUICK - 1.75L runner up in a weaker walk up last week. Contender 
without rear shoes. 

8. GIN MABON - Two victories in weaker company from previous three walk 
ups. In the mix. 

9. GOLDEN VIKING - 12L eighth in this standard first up six days ago. Could 
strip fitter racing barefoot. 

10. GENEROUS CHARM - Agen autostart winner a fortnight ago and has solid 
walk up form this campaign. Player. 

11. GATSBY - 10L sixth in this company over 2450m a week ago. More 
needed. 

12. GONNA FLY - Bidding for a hat-trick following success in this grade a week 
ago at Castillonnes. Top chance without rear shoes. 

Summary 

GONNA FLY (12) is bidding for a hat-trick following a good win in this grade a 
week ago at Castillonnes. Top chance without rear shoes in a similar contest. 
GIANT QUICK (7) delivered a solid 1.75L second in a lesser walk up last week. 
Contender without rear shoes. GENEROUS CHARM (10) could make the frame 
with confidence high after an autostart victory the past seven days. GIN 
MABON (8) warrants respect with two wins from his previous three attempts in 
this discipline. 

Selections 

GONNA FLY (12) - GIANT QUICK (7) - GENEROUS CHARM (10) - GIN 
MABON (8)  



Race 5 

1. HOMERE DES NOUES - Placed in all five autostarts thus far including at a 

stronger level three back. Attractive chance. 

2. HIWI ROCQ - Finished second in previous two autostarts in this company 

including over track and trip three back. In the mix without rear shoes. 

3. HEIDI RENARDIER - Held ninth in this company at Agen on penultimate 

start. Needs progress. 

4. HYDROMEL - One placing from eight attempts in this discipline. Look 

elsewhere. 

5. HALADIN D'ARGENT - All or nothing type who has won two of three 

previous autostarts. Top chance if completing. 

6. HAZARD D'AMOUR - Breakthrough success in this discipline prior to fair 

Agen fourth in this class latest. Go well without rear shoes. 

7. HOLLISTER DAY - Dual winner in this discipline prior to mixed walk up 

efforts. Not discounted. 

8. HANDEL TURGOT - DQ in this company prior to solid sixth in a stronger 

walk up. Others more persuasive. 

9. HAMIRAL NELSON - Narrowly denied in a pair of Agen autostarts in similar 

company. Firmly in the mix. 

10. HIPSWAY - Unplaced in three autostarts. Others preferred. 

Summary 

HALADIN D'ARGENT (5) is inconsistent. Won two of his three previous auto-

starts and is a top chance if completing. HAZARD D'AMOUR (6) scored a first 

auto-start success before a fair Agen fourth in this standard. Could feature 

prominently without rear shoes. HAMIRAL NELSON (9) was narrowly denied in 

a pair of Agen auto-starts among similar company. In the mix. HOMERE DES 

NOUES (1) looks capable of reaching a placing. 

Selections 

HALADIN D'ARGENT (5) - HAZARD D'AMOUR (6) - HAMIRAL NELSON (9) 

- HOMERE DES NOUES (1)  



Race 6 

1. INTUITIF BOY - Two places from six autostarts thus far. Others have 

achieved more. 

2. ITALO DUEM - Got off the mark on second outing in a weaker autostart prior 

to third on walk up debut. Place chance.  

3. IMPERIAL GOLD - One placed effort from two autostarts. Not discount for a 

minor podium position. 

4. IMOKO DU BOUILLON - Dual walk up winner from three starts. Respected 

on autostart debut. 

5. IDEE FIXE BREIZH - Three places from four autostarts. Each way option. 

6. INFUTURITY - Held sixth in this company on first autostart attempt. May 

improve.  

7. INEXESS BLEU - Unbeaten and scored in this class on autostart debut a 

fortnight ago. Top chance. 

8. ISLA JET - Impressive 7L success in a weaker autostart prior to midfield 

walk up effort. Thereabouts. 

9. INNISFAIL CREEK - 4.5L fourth in this company at Agen. Others preferred. 

Summary 

INEXESS BLEU (7) arrives unbeaten after two starts including a success in this 

class on auto-start debut a fortnight ago. Top chance. ISLA JET (8) is a leading 

hope following an impressive 7L success in a lesser auto-start prior to a midfield 

walk up effort. Thereabouts. IMOKO DU BOUILLON (4) is one to note on debut 

in this discipline as a dual walk up winner. IDEE FIXE BREIZH (5) might prove 

a place option after displaying good form to date from behind the mobile. 

Selections 

INEXESS BLEU (7) - ISLA JET (8) - IMOKO DU BOUILLON (4) - IDEE FIXE 

BREIZH (5)  



Race 7 

1. FURIOUS BEY - Held in previous two autostarts of this nature. Others 

preferred. 

2. ESPOIR DU BUISSON - 5.5L winner of an easier autostart prior to fair 

second latest. Each way chance. 

3. FEERIE DE L'ISOP - Dual autostart winner including at Bordeaux latest in 

determined style. Consider without shoes. 

4. FRIVOLE DES BORDES - Claiming grade success in this discipline three 

back. More on his plate at this level. 

5. FIONA MAZA - 12L ninth in a stronger Caen autostart on penultimate outing. 

More needed without shoes. 

6. FILHIO DE LOU - Five places from seven autostarts including a third in this 

grade on penultimate outing. Contender without rear shoes. 

7. ESCUDERA - Not sighted in two runs since resuming but respected back in 

this discipline as a four time winner. Races barefoot. 

8. FELICITATIONS - Marseille-Borely autostart winner in this class prior to fine 

third upped in grade two back. Key player racing barefoot. 

9. ELIXIR DE FRECA - Held seventh in an easier autostart on reappearance. 

Others preferred. 

10. EPERON DE FRECA - Dual autostart winner including in this class here 

prior to a pair of walk up successes. Top chance without shoes. 

11. ECLIPSE MELODY - Infrequent autostart winner who needs sharp 

progress after a fifth in easier company latest.  

12. ETOILE DAMOURLONDE - Two places from twelve runs in this company. 

Limited appeal. 

13. ELSON DE L'ISOP - One placing from eight autostarts and may need this 

after a break.  

14. EDI JOSSELYN - Unplaced in seven autostarts. Others have achieved 

more. 

15. ELODIE AR - 20L defeat in a weaker autostart 230 days ago. Unlikely to 

feature. 



Summary 

FELICITATIONS (8) was a Marseille-Borely auto-start winner in this class prior 

to a fine third upped in grade two back. Key player racing barefoot. FILHIO DE 

LOU (6) reached the frame five times from seven auto-starts including a third 

in this grade on penultimate outing. Contender without rear shoes. ESCUDERA 

(7) is among the frame chances returning to this favoured discipline. FEERIE 

DE L'ISOP (3) could be involved in the finish after a determined success in 

latest. Not one to underestimate. 

Selections 

FELICITATIONS (8) - FILHIO DE LOU (6) - ESCUDERA (7) - FEERIE DE 

L'ISOP (3)  



Race 8 

1. ELITE DE CARLESS - Held sixth on reappearance in this class 24 days ago. 

Should strip fitter. 

2. FREE DESTIN - Solid walk up form prior to a lengthy absence. Unexposed 

from two mounted starts. 

3. DUCASTEL - One placing from eight mounted events. Look elsewhere. 

4. DITARASU DESJY - DQ on sole mounted start in easier company. Best 

watched. 

5. EUPHORIE - Scored in this class earlier in the campaign with mixed form 

subsequently. Has ability. 

6. EKINOA DU PATURAL - Infrequent mounted scorer who finished fifth in this 

grade two back. Needs improvement without shoes. 

7. ELNA - Not reached a placing in three mounted starts but not beaten far. 

Could progress. 

8. CEMOIS DU LONDEL - Three time mounted winner who finished sixth in a 

similar Agen event latest. Others hold stronger claims. 

9. COME ON DU VALLON - 16L sixth in this class 220 days ago. May need 

this after a lengthy absence. 

10. ECKMUHL JACK - Narrow margin third in this discipline and class prior to 

driven fifth latest. In the mix without front shoes. 

Summary 

ECKMUHL JACK (10) was a narrow-margin third in this discipline and class 

prior to a driven fifth last start. Key player in this contest without front shoes. 

EUPHORIE (5) scored in this class earlier in the campaign. Mixed form 

subsequently however does have ability. ELITE DE CARLESS (1) could be 

among the frame chances if able to build on a fair reappearance. May strip fitter. 

FREE DESTIN (2) arrives having only raced in two mounted races. Unexposed. 

Selections 

ECKMUHL JACK (10) - EUPHORIE (5) - ELITE DE CARLESS (1) - FREE 

DESTIN (2) 

 


